
Your Planet Needs You! by Philip Bunting 

ISBN:  9781760506803       SCIS: 1965015 

Nobody really likes to think about rubbish (pee-ew!,. But whether 
you know it or not, waste is part of everyone’s lives. Each year, a 
single person can create up to a tonne of waste. That’s the      
equivalent weight of a small hippo! 

Where does waste come from? Where does it end up? And what 
can we do to help our planet? Renowned picture book creator 
Philip Bunting answers all these questions and more in this      
entertaining and enlightening look  at how to wallop waste and 
reduce rubbish. 

Your Planet Needs You! is packed with simple and entertaining 
ways that kids and their families can reduce, re-use, recycle,      
renew and REALLY GET INVOLVED in cleaning up our planet. 

Learn how to start a compost bin, or how to use and old egg      
carton to sprout your very own seedlings. Get tips on cool things 
you can do with empty tin cans or an old pair of socks, and      
discover how long different things take to decompose – from an 
apple core to a gumboot to a plastic bag. 

With a positive outlook and a generous dollop of humour, Your 
Planet Needs You! shows that taking care of our environment can 
be both fun and rewarding. 

You can be the change! Your planet needs you! 

Primary Non Fiction 
Book of the Month 

Our Home, Our Heartbeat by Adam Briggs and Illustrated by 
Kate Moon and Rachael Sarra 

ISBN:  9781760504168    SCIS:   1964172 

Adapted from Briggs’ celebrated song 'The Children Came Back', Our 
Home, Our Heartbeat is a celebration of past and present Indigenous 
legends, as well as emerging generations, and at its heart honours the 
oldest continuous culture on earth. 

Readers will recognise Briggs' distinctive voice and contagious energy 
within the pages of Our Home, Our Heartbeat, signifying a new and 
exciting chapter in children's Indigenous publishing.  



Super Sporty Girls: 
Be Inspired and Celebrate Australia's Amazing Sportswomen 

by Penguin Random House Australia 

ISBN: 9781760896058     SCIS:  1964149 

What sport will I try? 

I love to run, kick a ball and jump. I'm happy gliding through the water 
too - maybe that could be the place for me. Or on a track, going as fast 
as I can. And it's such a great feeling being part of a team and playing 
with others. Maybe Australia's top sportswomen can help me discover 
my passion and inspire me to be the best that I can. 

Celebrating eighteen Aussie teams and sportswomen who are kicking 
goals, smashing records and playing with passion. These formidable 
athletes are inspiring the next generation to get active and be a team 
player.  

On Your Marks, Get Set, Gold! 

We had advised that this title would be included in your May Standing Order. The publisher has now made 
the decision to postpone this Olympics-based title due to the postponement of the Tokyo Olympics.  

Kookaburra by Claire Saxby & Tannya Harricks 

ISBN:  9781760651060    SCIS: 1967259 

An exciting new addition to the narrative nonfiction series Nature 
Storybooks, about kookaburras. 

In the crinkled shadows night-dwellers yawn, day-creatures 
stretch and Kookaburra laughs. Kook-kook-kook. Kak-kak-kak. The 
team behind Dingo is back again with a new addition to the      
Nature Storybooks series. The kookaburra, perhaps Australia's 
best-loved bird, is shown in all her glory in a stunning and vivid 
landscape. Follow along as Kookaburra finds food for her young 
and goes searching for a nest with her mate. 

Full of fun and interesting facts about kookaburras – perfect for 
nature lovers and budding wildlife scientists. 

This title moved release date and was a late addition to our May 
selections. 




